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Check for Understanding - Attempts
I changed these from 1 attempt to unlimited based on a reviewers suggestion. Good suggestion!
Check for Understanding - Feedback
I adjusted the size of the feedback so it was easier to read.
Check for Understanding - Radio Buttons & Checkboxes
I adjusted the size because they were too small for one of my reviewers.
User Controlled vs Auto Advance on Slides
I had a few slides that were still on auto and they should have been on user controlled. I fixed it.
Web Pages/Videos Opening in New Window
One reviewer suggested I embed these, but I had trouble doing it. Articulate was giving me an
error saying the page couldn't be embedded. I'm not sure I like how I ended up doing it, but I
tested it on a non-tech person (my wife) and she didn't have any trouble knowing how to close
the tab/window and returning to the module.
Edit Audio
I went through and edited all of the audio to remove mouse clicks and extra sounds. The audio
editor is very slick in Articulate. Initially I was thinking the audio editor would make me go into
each individual slide. Being able to control all audio from the same location is awesome.
Final Assessment
I considered moving this into Articulate, but I like the Google Form because I can capture the
data easily in a Google Sheet.
Interface Changes
After the initial review I made some changes to the menu and opening explanation to make it
easy to know what was expected.
** I was skeptical about using Articulate because I really like working on the Mac. I was
pleasantly surprised by how easy the program was and how many interactive features I could
add quickly and easily. I could definitely see myself using this for rapid development of
e-learning.

